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ABOU T OU R
COMPANY

We are The Valley Snowboarding, a snowboarding school in Baqueira-Beret, Spanish
Pyrenees, founded in 2017 by three snowboarding instructors, who joined forces after a long
deep experience teaching in different schools, to create a new and fresh school with own
personality.
We have passion for what we do.
That's why we are a 100% Snowboarding School!
Our goal is give our life-long knowledge, experience and respect, both for snowboarding
and mountains where we enjoy it. Always true to our principles, impart knowledge in a fun
and interactive way in a safe and supportive environment. Do you remember your first day
on a snowboard or that feeling when you learn a new trick? We do! Because of that we gave
it all every day!
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The Valley Snowboarding wants to grow!
That’s why we need you! We count with a large number of satisfied customers by
our previous years, our goal is grow this number of customers year on year. First
of all, our positive spirit puts our customers and mountains at the heart of
everything we do. Until now, separately we used word of mouth to come forward,
but we are aware how important such effective marketing online is at present. For
that, we take seriously our marketing online strategy, to manage our social
media and improve our website for this coming season. We work closely with our
collaborators, so our net is wider, linking posts and extending our reach.
As snowboarding professionals, dealing every day with customers, we always
recommend brand that we are happy using it. And our customers put their trust
in us, so they buy stuff that we use and recommend. Full circle.
The Valley Snowboarding’s base camp is in the heart of the Pyrenees, Aran Valley,
and we work mostly in Baqueira-Beret ski resort, international reference, being
nº1 ski resort in Spain in respect of slopes and snow quality and quantity.
Moreover, his backcountry is excelent for snowboarding and splitboarding.
Last season, our second season, we organized different programs as Snowboard
Camps, wide range of private and group lessons, school presentation party (with
our own craft beer, The Valley RIPA) and participation in collaborators and
snowboarding sector events. We will grow our team with instructors as passionate
as us for next season. As well as working for The Valley Snowboarding, all of us,
work and teach at ETEVA, renowned training school where we perform
Snowboarding Instructors Courses.

SPONSORSHIP / COLLABORATION PROPOSAL
As a new school we are looking for collaboration/sponsorship that allows us to
grow as company at the same time we spread your vision, so we can help each
other. We can work together increasing customers loyalty and brand awareness.
Our target market is wide, from beginners to experienced snowboarders of all
ages. Our geographic range is mostly people from all over Spain with foreign
customers increasing each year. So you can get exposure and recognition on
Spanish mountain market directly and global through social media.
At this point, we can consider different levels of involvement, according to the
deal we will make. We can offer:
- Include your hashtags on every post on Instagram and Facebook (we plan post
every 2-3 days).
- Include your logo on our digital advertising like website or print advertising
like flyers or event posters.
- Dedicated posts on Instagram and Facebook to your brand.
- Include your logo on our instructors uniform.
- Exclusivity using only and every day your stuff on our lessons or free ride
sessions, making sure will be in all our pictures.
- Commercial actions to introduce your products into the local market.
- Full involvement that means all the above, in exchange for economic
investment in our snowboarding school for the development of our expanding
project.
We are open mind to collaborate on the way you feel good, looking for a
relationship based on trust and mutual interests.
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WHO T O CONT ACT
Email address
info@thevalleysnowboarding.com

Phone number
+34622820382 (Marcos)
+34680924119 (Enol)
+34659832492 (Hector)

instagram.com/thevalleysnowboarding
www.thevalleysnowboarding.com

WANT TO
COLLABORATE?

THANKS!

